
Good luck! Find more guides and videos at themovementfix.com and purewod.com
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40 minute time cap MEN’S RX: 95lb     WOMEN’S RX: 65lb  

SINGLE UNDERS
Practice pacing and 

speed up as the rounds 
go along. Use your wrists 

not your arms.

PERFECT THRUSTERS
A thruster is a movement that can get sloppy 
quickly. Practice these in the warm up so that 
you don’t waste your energy for the doubles.

PACE YOURSELF
The reps will definitely add up in this one, so 
make sure you don’t burn out too early. Use 
proper pacing to make sure you last.

DOUBLE UNDERS AS REST
The double under is a simple movement. Treat it 
as rest to give your self some breath to work 
harder on the thrusters.

GIVE IT YOUR ALL
This is the last week! Don’t leave anything on the 
table and push yourself. Just don’t push through 
pain or lousy form.

THRUSTERS
Work on perfect 

synchronization with 
the shoulders and the 

hips here.

REFLECT
Health and fitness is a journey. 

Where have you started and where 
are you now? How did you perform 

in this years CrossFit Open?

PLAN AHEAD
What’s next? Take some time to plan if 

you want to continue with CrossFit, do a 
cycle of bodybuildling, yoga, or simply 

take some time off

9 thrusters
35 double unders

5-10 MINUTES
20 single unders
10 pull throughs
5 lateral lunges
3 thrusters
(increasing weight)

LATERAL LUNGE
Get deep into that hip 

position for the bottom 
of the thruster.

+ +

THRUSTERS DOUBLE UNDERS

10 ROUNDS 
FOR TIME

PULL THROUGHS
Push through the 

thoracic spine and get 
the shoulders warmed 

up for thrusters.

MOVE FOR FUN
Get out and move in a way that 

doesn’t involve tracking the 
outcome or scoring. Swim, rock 

climb, kayak, whatever.
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